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Abstract
The statistics of charge transport across a tunnel junction with energy–dependent scatter-
ing is investigated. A model with quadratic dispersion relation is discussed in general and,
independently, in the two limiting cases of a large detector and of a linear dispersion relation.
The measurement of charge takes place according to various protocols. It is found that, as a
rule, the statistics is expressed by means of time–ordered current correlators, differing how-
ever from the conventional ones in the ordering prescription. Nevertheless binomial statistics
is confirmed in all cases.
1 Introduction
The statistics of charge transport ∆Q through a junction is encoded in its generating function
χpλq “ @eiλ∆QD “ 8ÿ
n“0
piλqn
n!
xp∆Qqny . (1)
Different notions of charge transport, reflecting different measurement protocols, have been pro-
posed. Each of them has been more or less closely associated to current correlators, which involve
some time ordering prescription (like the Dyson [1] or Keldysh [2–5] variants) or do not [6]. The
resulting statistics differ, but are always expressed in terms of the transparency T of the junction.
Somewhat unprecisely, the 3rd cumulant is
xxp∆Qq3yy9 ´ 2T 2p1´ T q , xxp∆Qq3yy9T p1´ T qp1´ 2T q , (2)
depending on whether time ordering is forgone, resp. imposed. Matters are however more subtle,
since it was shown [4, 7] that, in some model with linear dispersion and depending on further
details, the first result (2) arises even if the correlators are taken to be time ordered. The issue
was clarified in [8], where it was shown that: (i) as a rule, both variants of time ordering require
amendment, giving way to unconventional prescriptions; and (ii) in the particular case of that
same model, the new procedure yields the second result (2), at least in the Dyson variant.
The purpose of the present work is again twofold: First, to confirm item (i), though from a more
general perspective, emphasizing the role of gauge coupling; and, second, to compute cumulants on
the basis of the new procedure for models or variants not considered before. In particular, we will
consider a model with quadratic dispersion and the cases in which the time ordering prescription
reduces to the conventional one. In contrast to previous studies, binomial statistics is confirmed
in all regimes.
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For concreteness we present our results first within the setting of [9]: A system which is endowed
with charge and coupled to a spin 12 , the purpose of which is to serve as a detector, specifically as
a galvanometer. Let the Hamiltonian of the combined system be
Hpλσ3{2q “
ˆ
Hpλ{2q 0
0 Hp´λ{2q
˙
, (3)
where the coupling λ and the Hamiltonian Hpλq will be specified later. For now we note that the
spin precesses about the 3-axis, since σ3 is conserved.
Let P b ρi be the initial joint state of the system and of the spin, and set xAy “ trpPAq, where
A is any operator of the system proper. Then
χpλq “
A
eiHp´λ{2qte´iHpλ{2qt
E
(4)
is the influence functional describing the spin state alone at a later time t,
ρi “
ˆ
ρ`` ρ`´
ρ´` ρ´´
˙
ÞÝÑ ρf “
ˆ
ρ`` ρ`´χpλq
ρ´`χp´λq ρ´´
˙
, (5)
the representation being again in the eigenbasis of σ3. With a grain of salt it may also be identified
with the generating function in Eq. (1), see item C3 below for details.
We restate (4) as
χpλq “
BÝÑ
T exp
ˆ
i
ż t
0
dt1 HIp´λ2 , t1q
˙ÐÝ
T exp
ˆ
´i
ż t
0
dt1 HIpλ2 , t1q
˙F
, (6)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the isolated system and
HIpλ, tq “ eiHtpHpλq ´Hqe´iHt
is the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture; moreover ÐÝT , ÝÑT denote the usual and the reversed
time ordering. We recall that the time ordering is supposed to occur inside the integrals once the
exponentials are expanded in powers of λ. Eq. (6) follows by inserting 1 “ expp´iHtq exppiHtq in
the middle of the expectation (4) and by performing a Dyson expansion.
Let Q be the charge to the right of the junction. It is considered to be a primitive quantity,
corresponding to Qb1 for the combined system, but independent of λ. By contrast and as implied
by charge conservation, the current is then a derived quantity, namely the rate of charge:
Ipλσ3{2q “ d
dt
Qb 1 “ i rHpλσ3{2q, Qb 1s “
ˆ
Ipλ{2q 0
0 Ip´λ{2q
˙
, (7)
where Ipλq “ i rHpλq, Qs.
We shall next present two general types of Hamiltonians Hpλq to be used in Eq. (3). They
are constructed from the Hamiltonian H and from the charge Q. At first our goal is to emphasize
structure. Later a more concrete physical meaning will be attached to the construction by means
of a series of examples for H and of remarks about Hpλσ3{2q.
The general Hamiltonians Hpλq are as follows.
A1. Linear coupling. The Hamiltonian is
Hpλq “ H ´ λI ,
where I “ irH,Qs is the bare current through the junction, i.e. in absence of coupling.
Hence,
HIpλ, tq “ ´λIptq ,
2
where Iptq is the bare current in the interaction picture, and Eq. (6) reads
χpλq “
BÝÑ
T exp
ˆ
iλ2
ż t
0
dt1 Ipt1q
˙ÐÝ
T exp
ˆ
iλ2
ż t
0
dt1 Ipt1q
˙F
, (8)
which is the announced and well-known relation with current correlators (Keldysh time or-
dering). This setting is closely related to that of [10].
A2. Gauge coupling. Gauge transformations are generated by local charges Q. The Hamiltonian
H transforms as
Hpλq “ eiλQHe´iλQ (9)
“ H ´ λI ´ iλ
2
2
rQ, Is `Opλ3q , pλÑ 0q , (10)
where I “ irH,Qs. (A specific model illustrating that coupling scheme on a spin will be
considered shortly in C1.) Local currents are obtained by varying the gauge,
H 1pλq ” d
dλ
Hpλq “ ´i rHpλq, Qs “ ´Ipλq , (11)
which results in
Ipλq “ eiλQIe´iλQ .
The current parallels the kinematic momentum of a particle in that its value is gauge invari-
ant, but its representation as an operator is not, i.e. Ipλq ‰ I as a rule. This is reflected in
the current correlators, which are now those of
HIpλ, tq “ ´
ż λ
0
dλ1 Ipλ1, tq ,
showing that Eq. (8) is in need of amendment, and not just by replacing Ipt1q with Ip¯λ{2, t1q.
The central result is that χpλq can still be expressed by bare current correlators; however
Eq. (8) has to be modified as
χpλq “
BÝÑ
T
˚
exp
ˆ
iλ2
ż t
0
dt1 Ipt1q
˙ÐÝ
T
˚
exp
ˆ
iλ2
ż t
0
dt1 Ipt1q
˙F
, (12)
where the unconventional ordering ÐÝT ˚ means that the derivative in
Iptq “ dQptq
dt
, Qptq “ eiHtQe´iHt
has to be taken after the time ordering,
ÐÝ
T
˚ pIpt1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Iptnqq :“ BBtn ¨ ¨ ¨
B
Bt1
ÐÝ
T pQpt1q ¨ ¨ ¨Qptnqq , (13)
(Matthews’ time ordering [11]); likewise for ÝÑT ˚. Eq. (12) follows from (6) by the identity
ÐÝ
T exp
ˆ
´i
ż t
0
dt1 HIpλ, t1q
˙
“ ÐÝT ˚ exp
ˆ
iλ
ż t
0
dt1 Ipt1q
˙
, (14)
which will be discussed in Sect. 5. In summary: The T -ordering in connection with HI is
equivalent to T˚-ordering in connection with ´λI, see Eqs. (6, 12).
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Item A1 is included in A2 as the special case in which
rQ, Is “ 0 , (15)
see Eq. (10). Then the T and T˚-orderings of currents may be used interchangeably. Moreover,
the operator of current (7) becomes insensitive to the inclusion of spin: Ipλq “ I.
Fairly concrete examples illustrating the general types are provided by a single particle moving
on the line. Depending on its position x P R, the charge Q to the right of the junction is 1 or 0,
and is in fact implemented as the multiplication operator by the Heaviside function θpxq. That
function can be replaced quite conveniently by a smooth version thereof, Q “ Qpxq; the size of
the region where they differ may be loosely associated with that of the detector. Through second
quantization the examples implicitly describe many independent particles, too.
B1. Linear dispersion. The HamiltonianH “ p`V pxq on L2pRq describes a right moving particle.
The current I “ irH,Qs “ Q1pxq satisfies rQ, Is “ 0, i.e. (15), whence the T -ordering suffices
as a rule. By combining two copies of such a model, scattering between channels of left and
right movers can be included. However Eq. (15) fails in the limiting but computationally
simple case of Qpxq “ θpxq and V pxq a point interaction at x “ 0 [8]. As a result, T˚-ordering
is required in this special case.
B2. Quadratic dispersion. The Hamiltonian is H “ p2 ` V pxq. Then
I “ irH,Qs “ pQ1pxq `Q1pxqp , (16)
rQ, Is “ 2iQ1pxq2 ‰ 0 , (17)
which calls for T˚-ordering as a rule. However, in the limiting case of an ever smoother
transition function we have Q12 Ñ 0 (in any reasonable norm). As a result, T -ordering
should suffice in that special case, as we will confirm.
A few remarks will now address the role of the spin.
C1. We recall [12] that the Hamiltonian (3, 9) is physically realized by a spin coupled to the
current flowing in a wire, as we presently explain. Let the straight wire run along the 1–axis
and let ~x0 be the position of the spin in the 12–plane. The vector potential due to the spin
~σ{2 is
~A “ ~∇f ^ ~σ
2
,
where fp~xq “ µ|~x´ ~x0|´1. (More general functions f are obtained by smearing the position
of the spin.) A particle in the wire couples to the spin through p~p´ ~Aq ¨~e1 ” p´ ~A ¨~e1, where
~A ¨ ~e1 “ p~e1 ^ ~∇fq ¨ ~σ
2
“ p~e1 ^ ~∇fq ¨ ~e3σ3
2
“ BfBx2
σ3
2
,
since by the stated geometry ~e1^ ~∇f lies in the 3–direction. We note that Bf{Bx2 “ Opr´2q,
pr “ |~x| Ñ 8q; hence, along the wire, Bf{Bx2 “ λQ1pxq for some coupling λ and a function
Qpxq of the kind described above. In summary: As p gets replaced by
p~p´ ~Aq ¨ ~e1 “ p´ λQ1pxqσ3
2
“ eiλQσ3{2pe´iλQσ3{2 ,
so does H by Hpλσ3{2q.
C2. In the previous item λQ1pxq arises as a connection. It appears with the replacement λ Ñ
λσ3{2, by which it acts non-trivially on the spin. As we presently explain, that property pro-
vides a geometric mechanism (though different from the physical one) by which the rotation
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of the spin becomes a counter of the transported charge. The mechanism somehow resembles
that of a screw, whose motion rigidly links rotation with translation. More precisely, a state
ψ of the combined system obeys parallel transport along the line if`
p´ λQ1pxqσ3
2
˘
ψ “ 0 ,
or equivalently if
dψ
dx
“ iλQ1pxqσ3
2
ψ .
Given that a spin state ψ changes by dψ “ ´ip~σ ¨~e{2qψdθ under a rotation by dθ about ~e, the
condition states that a charge transport dQ “ Q1pxqdx is linked to a precession dθ “ ´λdQ.
C3. The conclusion of the previous item can not be reached for the physical evolution of the
combined system, as generated by the Hamiltonian (3), at least not without further ado. In
Bohr’s spirit [13] and in elaboration of [12] it is convenient to talk about the apparatus in
classical terms, here a classical spin ~s P R3, (|~s| “ 1). The spin components si have Poisson
brackets tsi, sju “ ijksk and the Hamiltonian is Hpλs3q. In particular Eq. (3) would be
recovered by quantization. The equations of motion are
9si “ tsi, Hpλs3qu “ λH 1pλs3qtsi, s3u ,
or, by (11),
9~s “ ´λIpλs3q~e3 ^ ~s .
The angle of precession thus is
θ “ ´λq , (18)
revealing the charge q that has flowed during a time interval r0, ts. In this context χ can be
interpreted as the generating function of the transported charge:
χpλq “
ż
dq pχpqqeiλq .
Indeed, since
ρspθq “
ˆ
ρ`` ρ`´e´iθ
ρ´`eiθ ρ´´
˙
,
is the state ρi of the spin after precession by the angle θ, its final state (5) is [9]
ρf “
ż
dq pχpqqρsp´λqq .
In view of (18), this is consistent with pχpqq being the probability (density) of transport q,
as claimed. The interpretation is however hampered by the fact that pχpqq may fail to be
positive [14].
We should also mention an earlier approach [1, 15] to charge transport, which does not explicitly
model a detector. It is based on two measurements of the charge Q, occurring at times 0 and t.
The transported charge is then identified with the difference ∆Q of their outcomes. The associated
generating function is rχpλq “ AeiλQptqe´iλQE , (19)
at least in the case when the initial state ρ is an eigenstate of Q or an incoherent superposition of
such, i.e., for rρ,Qs “ 0; then rχ actually agrees with the expression (4). We will use the definition
beyond this restriction, because it is irrelevant in the limit of large times. (See however [16] for
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the unrestricted definition.) By peiHteiλQe´iHtqe´iλQ “ eiHtpeiλQe´iHte´iλQq we may restate the
generating function in a form closer to (4),
rχpλq “ AeiHte´iHpλqtE ,
with Hpλq as in Eq. (9); and further in terms of current correlators by means of (14)
rχpλq “ BÐÝT ˚ expˆiλ ż t
0
dt1 Ipt1q
˙F
, (20)
where the star can again be dropped under the assumption (15).
We shall now describe the main result. It confirms the binomial statistics of charge transport
in a variety of situations. Specifically, in the long–time limit the 2nd and 3rd cumulants of charge
transport are
lim
tÑ8
1
t
xxp∆Qq2yy “ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq p1´ T pEqq , (21)
lim
tÑ8
1
t
xxp∆Qq3yy “ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq p1´ T pEqq p1´ 2T pEqq , (22)
where µr ă µl are the Fermi energies of the states incoming from the right and the left sides of
the junction, and T pEq is the transmission probability (transparency) at energy E. (Eq. (21) was
first obtained in [17] without any time ordering prescription.) The results apply to
D1. either generating function, Eq. (12) or (20);
D2. Hamiltonians with linear or quadratic dispersion relation (see items B, but in second quan-
tization);
D3. independently of how sharp the jump of Q is, i.e. of the width over which Qpxq differs from
θpxq.
Of some interest is the way that independence arises. The time ordering (13) is spelled out for
n “ 2 as
ÐÝ
T
˚pIpt1qIpt2qq “ BBt2
B
Bt1
`
Qpt1qQpt2qθpt1 ´ t2q `Qpt2qQpt1qθpt2 ´ t1q
˘
“ ÐÝT pIpt1qIpt2qq ` rQpt1q, Ipt1qsδpt1 ´ t2q , (23)
and thus differs from the usual one, ÐÝT , by contact terms supported at coinciding times; likewise
for n “ 3, where
ÐÝ
T
˚pI1I2I3q “ ÐÝT pI1I2I3q ` 3δpt2 ´ t3qÐÝT pI1rQ2, I2sq ` δpt1 ´ t2qδpt2 ´ t3qrQ1, rQ1, I1ss (24)
with the shorthand notation Ii “ Iptiq (for general n, see [8]). Depending on circumstances, the
terms in the expansions contribute variably to the invariable results (21, 22), as we now detail.
Items D2, D3 come with interpolating parameters: The Fermi wavelength λF, with λF Ñ 0 as
the linear dispersion is approached through rescalings
λF
2
pp˘ λ´1F q2 ´
λ´1F
2
Ñ ˘p
of right and left movers; and the width l of the transition region. In the limit lÑ8 [18] of an ever
larger detector Q ceases to be defined. In the opposite limit l Ñ 0 and in the case of quadratic
dispersion (λF ą 0), the commutator rQ, Is diverges even in the sense of distributions, because of
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l “ 0
λF “ 8
λF “ 0
T
T ˚ T
T ˚
l “ 8
Figure 1: Matthews’ vs. usual time ordering of current correlators. The parameter range pl, λFq
of models is shown as a square, which includes solid parts of the boundary. In the limits (thick
arrows) of linear dispersion (λF Ñ 0), or large detectors (l Ñ 8), the contact terms appearing in
Matthews’ time ordering, T˚, vanish. In these limiting cases there is agreement with usual time
ordering, T .
Q1pxq Ñ δpxq (see item B2). One can though discuss the limits of the correlators (21, 22) in these
limits, and of their parts, but not those of the models themselves. However a model with λF “ 0,
l “ 0 exists [8], describing a scatterer and a detector which are both pointlike and coincident.
Let us discuss Eq. (20) first. The contributions of contact terms to the cumulants (21, 22) are
non-trivial, except in the limits for which l{λF Ñ8, as shown in Fig. 1. As for Eq. (12) the same
is true for the 3rd cumulant; however for the 2nd the contact terms cancel between ÝÑT ˚ and ÐÝT ˚.
Relation with the literature is eased through books and the review articles on noise and count-
ing statistics, and among them [7,14,19].
The plan of the article is as follows. In Sect. 2 we introduce a model with quadratic dispersion
relation and review the main features of a limiting case with linear dispersion. In Sect. 3 we will
explain the broad structure of the computation of the cumulants and emphasize the methods. The
first part of Sect. 4 is devoted to the detailed derivation of asymptotic binomial statistics for the
model with quadratic dispersion. In the second and third parts, the limiting cases of a large detec-
tor and of linear dispersion are given independent derivations. In Sect. 5 we recall the reason for
the T˚ time ordering and discuss the equivalence between the methods used here, resp. elsewhere,
as e.g. in [4]. Finally, two appendices collect some auxiliary results. Appendix A contains the
long–time limits of some distributions, while in Appendix B matrix elements of charge and current
are computed.
2 The models
2.1 The quadratic dispersion model
We consider two conducting leads connected through a junction and model the whole device by
independent fermions moving on the real line. The single-particle Hamiltonian is H “ p2 ` V pxq,
acting on the Hilbert space L2pRq. The kinetic energy is quadratic in the momentum p “ ´id{dx;
the potential V describes the junction and vanishes away from it, i.e., outside of some interval
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r´x0, x0s. The potential will enter the discussion only through its reflection and transmission
amplitudes, rpkq and tpkq. They can be read off from the Lippmann–Schwinger (LS) states |ψky:
Continuum eigenstates of H of incoming momentum k ‰ 0 and eigenvalue E “ k2 have wave–
functions ψk given outside that interval as
k ą 0 : ψkpxq “
#
eikx ` rpkqe´ikx , px ă ´x0q
tpkqeikx , px ą x0q
k ă 0 : ψkpxq “
#
tpkqeikx , px ă ´x0q
eikx ` rpkqe´ikx , px ą x0q .
(25)
Note that states with k ą 0 (k ă 0) have incoming parts that are right (left) moving. By the
Schrödinger equation the scattering matrix
Spkq “
ˆ
tpkq rp´kq
rpkq tp´kq
˙
is unitary. In particular, the transmission and reflection probabilities are even in k, whence
T pk2q :“ |tp˘kq|2 and Rpk2q :“ |rp˘kq|2, and satisfy
T pEq `RpEq “ 1 . (26)
LS states form a (continuum) basis of L2pRq normalized as
1
2pi
ż
R
dk |ψkyxψk| “ 1 . (27)
Time–reversal invariance of H is, incidentally, a property which is not relied upon, in that the
above discussion still applies when p is replaced by p ´ Apxq, at least as long as A has the same
support properties as V .
As mentioned in the introduction, the charge to the right of the junction may be implemented
on L2pRq as a multiplication operator, Q “ Qpxq. More specifically, we assume
Qpxq “
#
0 , px ă x0q
1 , px " x0q . (28)
The left and right leads are assumed to be reservoirs with energy levels occupied up to Fermi
energies µl, µr ą 0 biased by V “ µl ´ µr ą 0. The occupation of LS states thus is
ρpkq “
#
1 , p´kr ď k ď klq
0 , otherwise
, (29)
where kl,r “ pµl,rq1{2; or for short ρpkq “ θpk P Jq where J :“ r´kr, kls. More precisely, ρ ” ρpkq
is the single–particle density matrix (0 ď ρ “ ρ˚ ď 1) of the many–particle state x¨y; actually ρ
determines a quasi–free fermionic state x¨y, which for practical purposes means that expectations
of many–particle operators can be computed by means of Wick’s rule. As a matter of fact, for ρ a
projection as in (29) the state x¨y is necessarily quasi–free.
2.2 The linear dispersion model
We briefly review the main features of the linear dispersion relation model used in [8] and underlying
the computations of Sect. 4.3. For a more detailed exposition, we refer to the original paper.
In the limit of long times (or low frequencies) it appears appropriate to linearize the dispersion
relation near the Fermi energy. A suitable model arises by reinterpreting the two leads on either
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side of the junction: Rather than viewing them as non–chiral half–lines, they are now (full) chiral
lines. In absence of scattering, which now amounts to a cut junction, the Hamiltonian is linear in
the momentum p “ ´id{dx and is given as
H0 “
ˆ
p 0
0 p
˙
,
on L2pRq ‘ L2pRq. A point scatterer is then placed at x “ 0; it results in a unitary scattering
matrix
S “
ˆ
r t1
t r1
˙
,
which is independendent of energy. In particular, T “ |t|2 “ |t1|2 and R “ |r|2 “ |r1|2 still satisfy
Eq. (26). The single-particle charge operator is the projection onto the right lead,
Q “
ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙
,
and the initial single–particle density matrix is the projection
ρ “
ˆ
θpµl ´ pq 0
0 θpµr ´ pq
˙
,
representing two infinitely deep Fermi seas biased by V “ µl ´ µr ą 0. The condition rρ,Qs “ 0,
underlying the unrestricted use of the generating function (19), is satisfied here.
A feature of the model is that the scattering process is instantaneous in the sense that the
position of the point scatterer coincides with that of the detector. As a result, rQ, Is ‰ 0 ( [8],
Eq. (3.17)), and the contact terms arising from T˚-ordering matter. In terms of the discussion
given at the end of the introduction, the model has vanishing length scale l “ 0.
However the scattering process can be regarded as strictly causal by separating the two positions
by l ą 0. This is achieved by replacing the charge operator Q by its regularization Ql :“ Qθp|x| ą
lq, and accordingly the current I by Il :“ irH,Qls “ Qrδpx´ lq ´ δpx` lqs. Then the commutator
rQl, Ils vanishes and with it all the contact terms.
3 Overview
Before engaging in the detailed computation of the cumulants (21, 22) it is worthwhile giving an
overview of the methods involved, and illustrating them in simple instances. The physical setting
has been discussed at length in the introduction and will be recalled only briefly. We consider two
leads separated by a tunnel junction, with particles in an initial multi–particle state x¨y. We investi-
gate the statistics of charge transport, ∆Q, across the junction and during a time t. Specifically, we
are interested in its moments xp∆Qqny, determined as the expansion coefficients of some generat-
ing function, see Eq. (1); and actually in the long–time limit of the associated cumulants xxp∆Qqnyy.
Generating functions. In the introduction two distinct generating functions were presented:
rχpλq “ BÐÝT ˚ expˆiλ ż t
0
dt1 Ipt1q
˙F
, (30)
χpλq “
BÝÑ
T
˚
exp
ˆ
iλ2
ż t
0
dt1 Ipt1q
˙ÐÝ
T
˚
exp
ˆ
iλ2
ż t
0
dt1 Ipt1q
˙F
,
where
Iptq “ eiHtIe´iHt (31)
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is the current across the junction. It is expressed in terms of the charge Qptq to its right as
Iptq “ dQptq{dt, whence
I “ irH,Qs . (32)
We shall refer to rχ and χ as the generating functions of the first and of the second kind, respectively.
Results. The 2nd and 3rd cumulants exhibit asymptotic binomial behavior,
lim
tÑ8
1
t
xxp∆Qq2yy “ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq p1´ T pEqq , (33)
lim
tÑ8
1
t
xxp∆Qq3yy “ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq p1´ T pEqq p1´ 2T pEqq , (34)
where T pEq is the transparency and µl,r are the Fermi energies on the left and right leads, in
various instances and for either generating function. Specifically:
- in the quadratic dispersion model, contact terms matter up to the special case of an ever
smoother step of the charge operator Qpxq (see Section 2.1).
- in the linear dispersion model, contact terms vanish, except in the special case of instanta-
neous scattering (see Section 2.2).
In the rest of this section we address the methods used to obtain the results from the generating
functions.
T˚-ordering. It is convenient to recall the expansion in contact terms for ÐÝT ˚-ordered products.
With the shorthand notation Ai “ Aptiq, A ” I,Q, Eqs. (23, 24) read
ÐÝ
T
˚pI1I2q “ ÐÝT pI1I2q ` δpt1 ´ t2qrQ1, I1s , (35)
ÐÝ
T
˚pI1I2I3q “ ÐÝT pI1I2I3q ` 3δpt2 ´ t3qÐÝT pI1rQ2, I2sq ` δpt1 ´ t2qδpt2 ´ t3qrQ1, rQ1, I1ss . (36)
The ordering by ÝÑT ˚ yields the same expansions, up to a minus sign for contact terms involving
an odd number of commutators. A general expression for products of all orders may be found in [8].
Cumulants. Based on the generating function rχ of the first kind we have
xxp∆Qq2yy “
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT ˚pI1I2qyy “
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT pI1I2qyy `
ż t
0
dt1 xxrQ1, I1syy , (37)
xxp∆Qq3yy “
ż t
0
d3t xxÐÝT ˚pI1I2I3qyy
“
ż t
0
d3t xxÐÝT pI1I2I3qyy ` 3
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT pI1rQ2, I2sqyy `
ż t
0
dt1 xxrQ1, rQ1, I1ssyy , (38)
where dnt “ dt1 . . . dtn. At first, similar equations are obtained for the moments by means of
Eqs. (30) and (35, 36). Moments can then be replaced by cumulants; indeed, their combinatorial
relation is universal, and hence the same on both sides of the equations.
Based on the generating function χ of the second kind we likewise find
xxp∆Qq2yy “ 1
4
ż t
0
d2t rxxÝÑT ˚pI1I2qyy ` 2 xxI1I2yy ` xxÐÝT ˚pI1I2qyys “
ż t
0
d2t xxI1I2yy (39)
xxp∆Qq3yy “ 1
8
ż t
0
d3t rxxÝÑT ˚pI1I2I3qyy ` 3 xxÝÑT ˚pI1I2qI3yy ` 3 xxI1ÐÝT ˚pI2I3qyy ` xxÐÝT ˚pI1I2I3qyys ,
(40)
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where the 3rd cumulant may also be expanded using (35, 36) for both time arrows. We note
that the cumulants of the second kind involve ÐÝT ˚-ordered current correlators already present in
those of the first kind, and more. However, due to the symmetry between usual and reversed time
orderings, the contact terms in the 2nd cumulant (39) mutually cancel.
Wick’s rule. The many–particle state x¨y is the quasi–free state [20] determined by the single–
particle density matrix ρ. Let pA be the second quantization of the single–particle operator A.
Correlators of second quantized operators can be reduced to the level of first quantization thanks
to Wick’s rule. In particular, with ρ1 :“ 1´ ρ we have
xx pAyy “ x pAy “ 0 , (41)
xx pA pByy “ trpρAρ1Bq , (42)
xx pA pB pCyy “ trpρAρ1Bρ1Cq ´ trpρAρ1CρBq . (43)
The expressions follow from the usual formulation of the rule which involves creation and an-
nihilation operators ψ˚paq, ψpbq of single–particle states a, b: Expectations of products of such
are computed by way of complete contraction schemes and reduced to just two kinds of contrac-
tions, xψ˚paqψpbqy “ xb|ρ|ay, xψpbqψ˚paqy “ xb|ρ1|ay, with further ones vanishing. The second
quantization A ÞÑ pA is defined for rank–one operators A “ |a1yxa2| aspA “ ψ˚pa1qψpa2q ´ xa1|ρ|a2y
and then extended by linearity in A. We stress the “zero-point subtraction” of xa1|ρ|a2y “ trpρAq,
which implies x pAy “ 0, but drops out from higher cumulants. The l.h.s. of Eq. (42) gives rise to
just one non–vanishing connected contraction scheme and thus equals
xxψ˚pa1qψpa2qψ˚pb1qψpb2qyy “ xψ˚pa1qψpb2qyxψpa2qψ˚pb1qy “ xb2|ρ|a1yxa2|ρ1|b1y ,
in agreement with the r.h.s..
The charge and current operators mentioned earlier in this section are meant in second quan-
tization. We will henceforth denote them by pQ and pI.
GNS space and Schwinger terms. The reader may skip this item. It is in fact about some
fine points which remain without practical consequences. Strictly, ψ˚paq, ψpbq act on the GNS
space [20] of x¨y but, as we explain below, one may sometimes pretend it is replaced by Fock space.
We only consider the case when ρ is a projection. An operator A admits a second quantization pA
if B “ rρ,As is Hilbert-Schmidt, i.e. trpB˚Bq ă 8. The traces (42, 43) exist if A and the other
observables satisfy that condition. The (first quantized) operators Q and I do so in both models
of Sect. 2. However, trpρIq is well-defined only in the model with quadratic dispersion, and trpρQq
in neither.
For ρ “ 0 the stated condition becomes trivial, and the GNS space is the Fock space. If its
operators pA are used on another quasi-free state ρ, then (42, 43) are still valid if the traces exist,
but (41) is to be replaced by xx pAyy “ x pAy “ trpρAq. The difference is in the “zero-point subtraction”
which may diverge, even for rρ,As Hilbert-Schmidt. The point of the GNS space is that pA still
remains defined there.
On the GNS space we have [20]
r pA, pBs “ {rA,Bs ` SpA,Bq ¨ 1 , SpA,Bq “ trpρAρ1Bq ´ trpρBρ1Aq ,
where the last term is known as a Schwinger term. We infer
pAptq “zAptq ` i ż t
0
dt1 SpH,Apt1qq1 , (44)
xxr pA, pBsyy “ SpA,Bq . (45)
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Upon pretending that the GNS space is just Fock space, we have r pA, pBs “ {rA,Bs and pAptq “zAptq.
However, Eq. (45) still holds true, because (42) does. The same conclusion is obtained from
xxr pA, pBsyy “ xx{rA,Bsyy “ trpρrA,Bsq.
Let us comment on the significance of Schwinger terms for the cumulants (37, 38), where Ii
is now to be read as pIptiq (and likewise for Qi). First, it may be replaced by zIptiq, because the
difference seen in (44) drops out from the results. Second, the contact terms xxr{Qpt1q,zIpt1qsyy and
xxr{Qpt1q, {rQpt1q, Ipt1qssyy are properly Schwinger terms. Informally however they may be under-
stood in the context of Fock space, as discussed.
A simple case. We illustrate the methods by considering a simple example: The 2nd cumulant
of the second kind, Eq. (39), for the model with quadratic dispersion and with state (29). Traces
may be evaluated using the basis (27) of LS states. We so obtain
xxpI1pI2yy “ trpρI1ρ1I2q “ 1p2piq2
ż
R2
d2k x1|ρI1|2yx2|ρ1I2|1y “ 1p2piq2
ż
JˆRzJ
d2k eipE1´E2qpt1´t2q|x1|I|2y|2 ,
(46)
with the shorthand notations | iy “|ψkiy, Ei “ k2i , and J “ r´kr, kls. The last equality follows
from Eq. (31) and the eigenvalue equation H | iy “ Ei | iy.
Time integrals. The long-time limit of (39) now calls for
lim
tÑ8
1
t
ż t
0
d2t eipE1´E2qpt1´t2q “ 2piδpE1 ´ E2q “ 2pi
2|k1| pδpk1 ´ k2q ` δpk1 ` k2qq .
The first equality is by Eq. (88) below and the second by Ei “ k2i . Only one of the diagonals
k1 “ ˘k2 openly intersects the integration domain J ˆ RzJ in Eq. (46), and in fact just for
k1 “ ´k2 P rkr, kls, see Fig. 2. Hence
k2
k1klkr´kr
Figure 2: Integration over k1, k2 in Eq. (46). The integration domain J ˆ RzJ (shaded) and its
intersection with E1 “ E2 (diagonals).
lim
tÑ8
1
t
xxp∆Qq2yy “ 1
2pi
ż kl
kr
dk1
|x1|I|´ 1y|2
2k1
, (47)
where |´1y :“|ψ´k1y. Appendix A collects further long–time limits of distributions.
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Matrix elements of current. The current I is given in Eq. (16). We compute the relevant
matrix element for k1 ą 0 and observe that Eq. (25) distinguishes between the cases ˘k ą 0;
however only the expressions for x ą x0 matter here because of the support properties of Q1 seen
in (28):
x1|I|´ 1y “ x1|pQ1pxq `Q1pxqp|´ 1y
“
ż 8
´8
dx tpk1qe´ik1xppQ1pxq `Q1pxqpqpe´ik1x ` rp´k1qeik1xq
“ 2k1tpk1qrp´k1q
ż 8
´8
dx Q1pxq “ 2k1tpk1qrp´k1q , (48)
where the third equality is by partial integration. Hence
|x1|I|´ 1y|2 “ p2k1q2T pk21qRpk21q “ p2k1q2T pk21qp1´ T pk21qq , (49)
and Eq. (33) follows by substituting E “ k21 in Eq. (47). In the simple case considered we thus
confirm the binomial statistics.
Further computations of matrix elements of current may be found in Appendix B. In particular,
we mention
x1|I|1y “ 2k1T pk1q , pk1 ą 0q . (50)
Matrix elements of charge. The cumulant (39) we just computed is the simplest among (37-40)
in that it does not involve the charge operator Q. In preparation of the other cases, it pays to look
at the relation between matrix elements of Q and of I, still though within the model of quadratic
dispersion. In view of the support property (28) of Qpxq, computing its Fourier transform demands
a regularization at xÑ `8:
pQpkq “ lim
εÓ0
ż 8
´8
dx Qpxqe´ipk´iεqx “ p´iq lim
Ó0
xQ1pkq
k ´ i ε “ p´iq
xQ1pkq
k ´ i 0 . (51)
The result is a distribution in k, and so is x1|Q|2y in k1, k2; whereas x1|I|2y is a smooth function of
these variables. By (32) we have the equation
x1|I|2y “ ipE1 ´ E2qx1|Q|2y , (52)
which however can not be uniquely solved for x1|Q|2y, because the distributional equation xF pxq “ 0
admits the non–trivial solutions F pxq9δpxq. In fact, in view of the Sokhatsky-Weierstrass (SW)
formula
1
x´ i 0 ´
1
x` i 0 “ 2piiδpxq , (53)
the general solution is
ix1|Q|2y “ x1|I|2y
p`q
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 `
x1|I|2yp´q
E1 ´ E2 ´ i 0 , (54)
where x1|I|2y “ x1|I|2yp`q ` x1|I|2yp´q is any split of the matrix element of current. It takes x1|Q|2y
to make it unique, at least up to terms vanishing for E1 “ E2, which may still be shifted between
the two terms x1|I|2yp˘q.
In summary: An expression for x1 |I |2y does not entail one for x1 |Q |2y; rather conversely,
including the split. Such expressions will be derived in Appendix B. An important case is when
k1 ‰ k2, whence E1 “ E2 arises by k1 “ ´k2; then x1|I|2yp´q “ x1|I|2y and Eq. (54) simply reads
x1|Q|2y “ p´iq x1|I|2y
E1 ´ E2 ´ i 0 . (55)
Another case is
x´1|I|´ 1yp´q “ 2k1Rpk1q , pk1 ą 0q . (56)
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4 Derivations
4.1 The quadratic dispersion model
Using the methods introduced in the previous section we shall derive the asymptotic binomial
distribution (33, 34) for both generating functions, rχ and χ. We shall do so first for the model
with quadratic dispersion relation of Section 2.1. It will become evident that contact terms are
crucial. In other words Matthews’ time–ordering can not be replaced by ordinary time–ordering,
except in limiting cases, if the correct result is to be found. Two such cases, namely that of a large
detector and of a linear dispersion, will be given independent treatments in the following sections.
2nd cumulant of the first kind. The cumulant is given in Eq. (37) as
xxp∆Qq2yy “
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT ˚ppI1pI2qyy “ A` B
with
A “
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT ppI1pI2qyy “ 2 ż t
0
dt1
ż t1
0
dt2 xxpI1pI2yy (main term) ,
B “
ż t
0
dt1 xxr pQ1, pI1syy (contact term) .
The connected correlators are computed by Wick’s rule (42) and the resulting traces evaluated in
the basis of LS states (25). We obtain
A “ 2p2piq2
ż
JˆRzJ
d2k
ż t
0
dt1
ż t1
0
dt2 e
ipE1´E2qpt1´t2q|x1|I|2y|2 , (57)
B “ tp2piq2
ż
JˆRzJ
d2k px1|Q|2yx2|I|1y ´ x1|I|2yx2|Q|1yq . (58)
In relation to the overview above we shall next (i) discuss time integrals and (ii) express matrix
elements of charge in terms of those of current. We will do likewise later for all cumulants. In the
present case the first item concerns only the main term, the second only the contact term.
(i) The asymptotic long–time behavior of the main term is given by Eq. (87) with x “ E1´E2
and the substitution t2 ÞÑ t1 ´ t2:
1
t
ż t
0
dt1
ż t1
0
dt2 e
ipE1´E2qpt1´t2q ÝÝÝÝÑ
tÑ`8
i
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 , (59)
as distributions in k1 and k2. In Eq. (57) x1|I|2y then qualifies as a test function, being essentially
the Fourier transform of the compactly supported function Q1pxq.
(ii) Within the integration domain (58) x1 |Q |2y is given by Eq. (55), and x2 |Q |1y is then
obtained by exchanging k1 and k2, or by complex conjugation.
Collecting terms we so obtain
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
xxp∆Qq2yy “ 1p2piq2
ż
JˆRzJ
d2k p 2i
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 ´
i
E1 ´ E2 ´ i 0 `
i
E2 ´ E1 ´ i 0 q|x1|I|2y|
2
“ 1
2pi
ż kl
kr
dk1
|x1|I|´ 1y|2
2k1
“ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEqp1´ T pEqq ,
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as claimed. The second equality is by the SW formula (53) and the earlier remark restricting k1
to rkr, kls (see Fig. 2); the last one by Eq. (49) with E “ k21.
3rd cumulant of the first kind. Though longer, the computation of the 3rd cumulant retains
the same two key ingredients: (i) the evaluation of time integrals and (ii) the expression of matrix
elements of charge in terms of those of current. By Eq. (38) we have
xxp∆Qq3yy “
ż t
0
d3t xxÐÝT ˚ppI1pI2pI3qyy “ A` B` C
with
A “
ż t
0
d3t xxÐÝT ppI1pI2pI3qyy “ 6 ż t
0
dt1
ż t1
0
dt2
ż t2
0
dt3 xxpI1pI2pI3yy (main term) ,
B “ 3
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT ppI1r pQ2, pI2sqyy “ 3 ż t
0
dt1
ż t1
0
dt2 xxpI1r pQ2, pI2s ` r pQ1, pI1spI2yy (1st contact term) ,
C “
ż t
0
dt1 xxr pQ1, r pQ1, pI1ssyy (2nd contact term) .
Here Wick’s rule (43) is appropriate, whence each term splits into two.
(a) Main term. (i) We get
xxpI1pI2pI3yy “ trpρI1ρ1I2ρ1I3q ´ trpρI1ρ1I3ρI2q
“ 1p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k eipE1´E2qt1eipE2´E3qt2eipE3´E1qt3x1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|I|1y
´ 1p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆJ
d3k eipE1´E2qt1eipE2´E3qt3eipE3´E1qt2x1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|I|1y .
The exponentials of the second term are obtained from those of the first one by exchanging E3´E1
by E2 ´E3, which leaves the sum E2 ´E1 unaffected. This symbolic transformation rule may be
deduced from Wick’s rule (43). For possibly distinct observables and for the terms as a whole it
reads:
- exchange x3|¨ |1y by x2|¨ |3y;
- exchange E3 ´ E1 by E2 ´ E3;
- in the integration domain, replace k3 P RzJ by k3 P J ;
- apply an overall minus sign.
In the present case the first item leaves the integrand unchanged. We shall denote the transforma-
tion by Tp23q, as it essentially arises by exchanging positions 2 and 3 in the product of operators.
The time integrals are given by Eq. (89) with x “ E1´E2 and y “ E2´E3 resp. y “ E3´E1.
It yields
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d3t xxÐÝT ppI1pI2pI3qyy “ AI `AII
with
AI “ ´ 6p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k
x1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|I|1y
pE1 ´ E2 ` i 0qpE1 ´ E3 ` i 0q ,
AII “ Tp23qrAIs “ 6p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆJ
d3k
x1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|I|1y
pE1 ´ E2 ` i 0qpE3 ´ E2 ` i 0q .
(60)
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(b) Contact terms. (i) The long–time behavior of the 1st contact term is given by Eq. (87),
while the integrand of the 2nd is time–independent. Expanding the commutators we obtain
lim
tÑ`8
3
t
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT ppI1r pQ2, pI2sqyy “ BI ` BII ,
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
dt1 xxr pQ1, r pQ1, pI1ssyy “ CI ` CII ,
with
BI “ 3p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k i
ˆx1|I|2yx2|Q|3yx3|I|1y ´ x1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|Q|1y
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0
`x1|Q|2yx2|I|3yx3|I|1y ´ x1|I|2yx2|Q|3yx3|I|1y
E1 ´ E3 ` i 0
˙
,
CI “ 1p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k px1|Q|2yx2|Q|3yx3|I|1y ´ 2x1|Q|2yx2|I|3yx3|Q|1y ` x1|I|2yx2|Q|3yx3|Q|1yq .
and BII “ Tp23qrBIs, CII “ Tp23qrCIs.
(ii) We distinguish between matrix elements xi|Q|jy as to whether ki and kj belong to the same
or to different sets among J and RzJ . In the first instance Eq. (55) applies, whereas in the second
its generalization (54) is required. For example the first two terms in the integrand of BI becomeÿ
s“˘
ˆ x1|I|2yx2|I|3ypsqx3|I|1y
pE1 ´ E2 ` i 0qpE2 ´ E3 ` s i 0q ´
x1|I|2yx2|I|3ypsqx3|I|1y
pE1 ´ E2 ` i 0qpE3 ´ E1 ´ i 0q
˙
,
where in the second term we used the identity x2 |I |3y “ x2 |I |3yp`q ` x2 |I |3yp´q. In view of
the integration domains the splitting will more generally affects x2|I |3y in αI and x3|I |1y in αII,
(α “ A,B,C). As a result each term αI,II may be written as
αI “ 1p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k
ÿ
s“˘
αI
psqpE3 ´ E1, E2 ´ E3qx1|I|2yx2|I|3ypsqx3|I|1y ,
αII “ 1p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆJ
d3k
ÿ
s“˘
αII
psqpE3 ´ E1, E2 ´ E3qx1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|I|1ypsq
for some distributions αI,IIp˘q. We remark that αIIp˘qpE3´E1, E2´E3q “ ´αIp˘qpE2´E3, E3´E1q,
because the matrix elements carrying the superscript psq in the two cases are also those exchanged
by the transformation rule Tp23q. Moreover, the dependence of αIpsq on s is of the form
αI
p˘qpE3 ´ E1, E2 ´ E3q “ pαIpE3 ´ E1, E2 ´ E3q
E1 ´ E3 ` i 0 `
qαIpE3 ´ E1, E2 ´ E3q
E2 ´ E3 ˘ i 0 , (61)
where pαI and qαI (α “ A,B,C) are as follows:
pAI “ ´ 6
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 ,
qAI “ 0 ,
pBI “ 3
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 `
3
E1 ´ E2 ´ i 0 ,
qBI “ 3
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 ´
3
E1 ´ E3 ` i 0 , (62)pCI “ ´ 2
E1 ´ E2 ´ i 0 ,
qCI “ ´ 1
E1 ´ E2 ´ i 0 `
1
E1 ´ E3 ` i 0 .
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The claim we are heading to is
AI ` BI ` CI “ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEqRpEq2 , AII ` BII ` CII “ ´ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq2RpEq , (63)
which leads to binomial statistics (34) in view of TR2 ´ T 2R “ T p1´ T qp1´ 2T q. To establish it,
we observe that the sum,
AI ` BI ` CI “ 1p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k
ÿ
s“˘
∆I
psqx1|I|2yx2|I|3ypsqx3|I|1y , (64)
likewise involves distributions ∆Ip˘q of the form (61) with
p∆I “ 2piiδpE1´E2q´ 2
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 ,
q∆I “ ´2piiδpE1´E2q` 2pE2 ´ E3qpE1 ´ E2 ` i 0qpE1 ´ E3 ` i 0q .
This is seen by summing terms within the columns of table (62) and by using the SW formula (53).
The second term of q∆I is a distribution with poles at E2 ´ i 0, E3 ´ i 0 not pinching the E1–axis.
It thus vanishes to first order at E2 “ E3 and cancels in ∆Ip˘q against the second term of p∆I. We
are thus left with
∆I
p˘q “ 2pii δpE1 ´ E2q
ˆ
1
E2 ´ E3 ` i 0 ´
1
E2 ´ E3 ˘ i 0
˙
, (65)
and we conclude that ∆Ip`q “ 0 and ∆Ip´q “ p2piq2δpE1´E2qδpE2´E3q. The conditions E1 “ E2
and E2 “ E3 are satisfied along the diagonals k1 “ ˘k2 resp. k2 “ ˘k3. That happens jointly and
within the integration domain only for k1 “ ´k2 “ ´k3 with k1 P rkr, kls, whence
AI ` BI ` CI “ 1
2pi
ż kl
kr
dk1
|x1|I|´ 1y|2x´1|I|´ 1yp´q
p2k1q2 “
1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEqRpEq2 ,
as claimed. The last equality is by Eqs. (49, 56) with E “ k21.
Similarly, by ∆IIp˘qpE3 ´E1, E2 ´E3q “ ´∆p˘qI pE2 ´E3, E3 ´E1q, we obtain ∆IIp`q “ 0 and
∆II
p´q “ ´p2piq2δpE1 ´ E2qδpE1 ´ E3q. Hence
AII ` BII ` CII “ ´ 1
2pi
ż kl
kr
dk1
|x1|I|´ 1y|2x1|I|1yp´q
p2k1q2 “ ´
1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq2RpEq ,
where the last equality follows by Eqs. (49, 50) with E “ k21.
3rd cumulant of the second kind. The cumulant is given in Eq. (40) as
xxp∆Qq3yy “ 1
8
ż t
0
d3t
`xxÝÑT ˚ppI1pI2pI3qyy`3 xxÝÑT ˚ppI1pI2qpI3yy`3 xxpI1ÐÝT ˚ppI2pI3qyy`xxÐÝT ˚ppI1pI2pI3qyy˘ . (66)
A preliminary observation is useful. By x pAy “ x pA˚y we have x pA pBy “ x pB˚ pA˚y, xÐÝT p pApt1q pBpt2qqy “
xÝÑT p pApt1q˚ pBpt2q˚qy, and likewise for higher products, T˚–ordered products, and cumulants. Given
that in the above expression the currents are self-adjoint and the ti’s dummy variables, the two
extreme and the two middle terms are so related. The missing item for establishing binomial
statistics here is thus just
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d3t xxpI1ÐÝT ˚ppI2pI3qyy “ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq p1´ T pEqq p1´ 2T pEqq . (67)
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The computation is similar to that of the 3rd cumulant of the first kind, whence we refer to it for
more details. By Eq. (35) we haveż t
0
d3t xxpI1ÐÝT ˚ppI2pI3qyy “ D` E
with
D “
ż t
0
d3t xxpI1ÐÝT ppI2pI3qyy (main term) ,
E “
ż t
0
d2t xxpI1r pQ2, pI2sqyy (contact term) . (68)
We apply Wick’s rule (43) to both terms. The long–time behavior of the main term is extracted
by Eq. (90); that of the contact term by Eq. (88). Expanding the commutators we so obtain
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d3t xxpI1ÐÝT ppI2pI3qyy “ DI `DII ,
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d2t xxpI1r pQ2, pI2sqyy “ EI ` EII ,
with
DI “ 2p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k 2pi i δpE1 ´ E2qx1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|I|1y
E2 ´ E3 ` i 0 , (69)
EI “ 1p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k 2piδpE1 ´ E2qpx1|I|2yx2|Q|3yx3|I|1y ´ x1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|Q|1yq .
DII is obtained from DI by the rule Tp23q introduced in relation with the previous cumulant.
Likewise for EII and EI. In analogy with the claim (63) made there, the present one is
DI ` EI “ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEqRpEq2 , DII ` EII “ ´ 1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq2RpEq . (70)
By the same steps as those leading to Eq. (64), we find
DI ` EI “ 1p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k
ÿ
s“˘
ΓI
psqpk1, k2, k3qx1|I|2yx2|I|3ypsqx3|I|1y ,
with the distributions
ΓI
p˘q “ 2pii δpE1 ´ E2q
ˆ
1
E2 ´ E3 ` i 0 ´
1
E2 ´ E3 ˘ i 0
˙
“ ∆Ip˘q .
Hence this case reduces to the 3rd cumulant of the first kind (65), which establishes the claims (70).
4.2 The limit of a large detector
We will consider the situation of a detector extending over a region much larger than the Fermi
wavelength. Clearly, the binomial distribution persists, this situation being a limiting case of the
one dealt with before. The point though to be made is (i) that the contact terms in Eqs. (37-40)
vanish in the limit. Put differently, Matthews’ time–ordered correlators reduce to ordinary time–
ordered correlators, which alone account for the binomial distribution. Moreover, (ii) we provide
an independent derivation of that latter fact. We shall analyze the cumulants separately, though
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in very similar manners. The values of some integrals used along the way are collected at the end
of the section.
The large detector is modeled by means of scaling. Let Q0pxq be a fixed function satisfying
(28). We choose the profile of the detector to be given by the function
Qpxq “ Q0px{lq ,
which for l ě 1 retains that property, and consider it in the limit lÑ8. The scaling implies
Q1pxq “ l´1Q10px{lq , xQ1pkq “ xQ10plkq , yQ12pkq “ l´1{pQ10q2plkq . (71)
2nd cumulant of the first kind. (i) We first show that the contact term vanishes in the limit
lÑ8:
lim
tÑ8
1
t
ż t
0
dt1 xxr pQ1, pI1syy ÝÝÝÝÑ
lÑ`8 0 .
The limit tÑ8 is superfluous, since xxr pQ1, pI1syy is independent of t1 and in fact by (17) equal to
xx{rQ, Isyy “ 2i trpρQ1pxq2q “ 2i
2pi
ż kl
´kr
dk1 x1|Q12|1y .
Using (93, 98) for Q12 instead of Q, the matrix element is seen to be a linear combination of yQ12pkq
for k “ 0,˘2k1. They are of order Opl´1q by (71), proving the first claim.
(ii) Let us now come to the main term:
lim
tÑ8
1
t
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT ppI1pI2qyy “ 2ip2piq2
ż
JˆRzJ
d2k
|x1|I|2y|2
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 ÝÝÝÝÑlÑ`8
1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq p1´ T pEqq .
(72)
The equality was shown in (57, 59), whereas the limit is the second claim being made here.
The regularization `i 0 of the denominator only matters when E1 “ E2, i.e. on the diagonals
k1 “ ˘k2, and, once restricted to the integration domain, only for k1 “ ´k2 P rkr, kls (see Fig. 2).
Moreover, the matrix element x1|I|2y is a linear combination of xQ1p˘k1 ˘ k2q. In the limit l Ñ 8
their supports concentrate by Eq. (71) near the same diagonals, which by the same token get
restricted to part of just one. This allows to:
- Use the factorization E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 “ pk1 ´ k2qpk1 ` k2 ` i 0q, as appropriate for k1 ą 0,
k2 ă 0.
- Select the corresponding expression (95) for xi|I |jy from Appendix B; and therein neglect
any terms vanishing on that diagonal. Hence, effectively,
x1|I|2y “ pk1 ´ k2qtpk1qrpk2qxQ1pk1 ` k2q . (73)
The integrand of Eq. (72) so becomes
pk1 ´ k2qT pE1qRpE2q |
xQ1pk1 ` k2q|2
k1 ` k2 ` i 0 .
The last factor depends on l in the way seen in Eq. (91) for ρpxq “ |xQ10pxq|2 “ xQ10p´xqxQ10pxq. It
can thus be replaced in the limit by C´δpk1 ` k2q, where
C´ “
ż
du
xQ10p´vqxQ10pvq
v ` i 0 . (74)
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Accepting for now that C´ “ ´ipi, we obtain the limit (72) by means of 2k1dk1 “ dE1 and by the
earlier remark restricting k1 to rkr, kls.
3rd cumulant of the first kind. (i) We first show that the contact terms vanish in the limit
lÑ8:
lim
tÑ8
1
t
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT ppI1r pQ2, pI2sqyy ÝÝÝÝÑ
lÑ`8 0 , limtÑ8
1
t
ż t
0
dt1 xxr pQ1, r pQ1, pI1ssyy ÝÝÝÝÑ
lÑ`8 0 .
The limit t Ñ 8 is superfluous in the second claim, since the integrand is time–independent. It
actually vanishes even at finite l because
xxr pQ, r pQ, pIssyy “ xxr pQ,{rQ, Issyy “ 2i trpρrQ,Q12sq “ 0 .
The second equality is by Eq. (17) and the last one by the vanishing commutator. Turning to the
1st contact term, it is convenient to use the identity xxpI1r pQ2, pI2syy “ xxpI1 {rQ2, I2syy. By Wick’s rule
(42) and Eq. (17) it may then be recast as
lim
tÑ8
1
t
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT ppI1 {rQ2, I2sqyy “ ´ 2p2piq2
ż
JˆRzJ
d2k
x1|I|2yx2|Q12|1y ` x1|Q12|2yx2|I|1y
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 .
By the results of Appendix B, the numerator is a linear combination of yQ12p˘k1˘k2qxQ1p˘k1˘k2q
with various sign combinations. They are of order Opl´1q by (71), proving the second claim.
(ii) Let us now come to the main term. We showed in Eqs. (60) that
lim
tÑ8
1
t
ż t
0
d3t xxÐÝT ppI1pI2pI3qyy “ AI `AII ,
with
AI “ ´ 6p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆRzJ
d3k
x1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|I|1y
pE1 ´ E2 ` i 0qpE1 ´ E3 ` i 0q ,
AII “ 6p2piq3
ż
JˆRzJˆJ
d3k
x1|I|2yx2|I|3yx3|I|1y
pE1 ´ E2 ` i 0qpE3 ´ E2 ` i 0q .
The claim is now
AI ÝÝÝÝÑ
lÑ`8
1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEqRpEq2 , AII ÝÝÝÝÑ
lÑ`8 ´
1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq2RpEq . (75)
It independently confirms binomial statistics, in view of TR2 ´ T 2R “ T p1´ T qp1´ 2T q.
The computation is similar to that of the 2nd cumulant, whence we refer to the discussion
following (72) for more details. We first discuss term AI. The regularization of the denominator
only matters when E1 “ E2 or E1 “ E3 and, once the integration domain is taken into account,
only for k1 “ ´k2 or k1 “ ´k3, both along k1 P rkr, kls. A matrix element xi |I | jy, pi ‰ jq
concentrates near the planes ki “ ˘kj as l Ñ `8; and their product near the intersection:
k1 “ ´k2 “ ´k3 with k1 P rkr, kls. This allows to:
- Use the factorizations E1 ´ Ej ` i 0 “ pk1 ´ kjqpk1 ` kj ` i 0q, pj “ 2, 3q, as appropriate for
k1 ą 0, k2, k3 ă 0.
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- Select the appropriate expressions for xi|I|jy and simplify them as done for Eq. (73). Hence,
we also have from (99, 97)
x2|I|3y “ pk2 ` k3q
`xQ1pk2 ´ k3q ´ rpk2qrpk3qxQ1pk3 ´ k2q˘ , (76)
x3|I|1y “ pk1 ´ k3qtpk1qrpk3qxQ1p´k3 ´ k1q . (77)
The integrand of AI is thus recast as
pk2 ` k3qT pE1q
xQ1pk1 ` k2qxQ1p´k1 ´ k3q
pk1 ` k2 ` i 0qpk1 ` k3 ` i 0q
`
rpk2q rpk3qxQ1pk2 ´ k3q ´RpE2qRpE3qxQ1pk3 ´ k2q˘ .
As mentioned, the expression depends on l through xQ1pkq “ xQ10plkq; moreover, it consists of two
terms, to each of which Eq. (92) is applicable by the following observation. Each term contains
a product of distributions in the variables x “ k1 ` k2, y “ k1 ` k3, and x ´ y “ k2 ´ k3. The
distributions correspond to
ρ1pxq “ xQ10pxq ρ2pxq “ xQ10p´xq ρ3pxq “ xQ10p˘xq ,
where the ˘ refers to the first, resp. second term. In the limit lÑ `8, the integrand thus reduces
to
pk2 ` k3qT pE1q
` rC`rpk2q rpk3q ´ rC´RpE2qRpE3q˘δpk1 ` k2qδpk1 ` k3q , (78)
where rC˘ “ ż dudvxQ10puqxQ10p´vqxQ10p˘pu´ vqqpu` i 0qpv ` i 0q .
Accepting for now that rC` “ 0 and rC´ “ ´p2piq2{6, we obtain the first limit (75) by means of
2k1dk1 “ dE1 and by the earlier remark restricting k1 to rkr, kls.
We now turn to AII. In view of the integration domain the integrand of AII is supported in the
limit lÑ `8 near the segment k1 “ ´k2 “ k3 with k1 P rkr, kls. We may thus:
- Use the factorizations Ej ´ E2 ` i 0 “ pkj ´ k2qpkj ` k2 ` i 0q (j “ 1, 3) as appropriate for
k1, k3 ą 0 and k2 ă 0.
- Select and simplify the relevant matrix elements of current xi|I|jy as was done for Eq. (73).
Hence we also have from (97, 94):
x2|I|3y “ pk3 ´ k2qtpk3qrpk2qxQ1p´k2 ´ k3q (79)
x3|I|1y “ pk3 ` k1qtpk3qtpk1qxQ1pk3 ´ k1q . (80)
The integrand of AII then reduces to
pk1 ` k3qT pE1qT pE3qRpE2q
xQ1pk1 ` k2qxQ1p´k2 ´ k3qxQ1pk3 ´ k1q
pk1 ` k2 ` i 0qpk2 ` k3 ` i 0q .
In view of xQ1pkq “ xQ10plkq Eq. (92) may be applied with x “ k1`k2, y “ k2`k3 and x´y “ k1´k3.
Comparing with the derivation of the integrand (78) of AI, that of AII reduces in the limit to
rC´pk1 ` k3qT pE1qT pE3qRpE2qδpk1 ` k2qδpk2 ` k3q .
Now the second claim (75) follows just as the first one did from (78).
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3rd cumulant of the second kind. By the earlier observation following (66) we only need to
investigate ż t
0
d3t xxpI1ÐÝT ˚ppI2pI3qyy “ ż t
0
d3t xxpI1ÐÝT ppI2pI3qyy ` ż t
0
d2t xxpI1r pQ2, pI2syy .
(i) We first show that the contact term vanishes as lÑ8. Using xxpI1r pQ2, pI2syy “ xxpI1 {rQ2, I2syy,
the time integral is given by Eq. (88). Hence, by Eq. (17), we have
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d2t xxpI1 {rQ2, I2sqyy “ 2i
2pi
ż
JˆRzJ
d2k δpE1 ´ E2qx1|I|2yx2|Q12|1y .
According to Eq. (95) and Eq. (96) with Q12 substituted for Q, the integrand is a linear combi-
nation of yQ12p˘k1 ˘ k2qxQ1p˘k1 ˘ k2q with various sign combinations. By (71) they are of order
Opl´1q, proving the claim.
(ii) We now come to the main term. We showed
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d3t xxpI1ÐÝT ppI2pI3qyy “ DI `DII ,
with
DI “ 2ip2piq2
ż kl
kr
dk1
2k1
ż
RzJ
dk3
x1|I|´ 1yx´1|I|3yx3|I|1y
E1 ´ E3 ` i 0 ,
DII “ ´ 2ip2piq2
ż kl
kr
dk1
2k1
ż
J
dk3
x1|I|´ 1yx´1|I|3yx3|I|1y
E3 ´ E1 ` i 0 ,
where we evaluated the delta distributions in Eq. (69). The claim now is
DI ÝÝÝÝÑ
lÑ`8
1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEqRpEq2 , DII ÝÝÝÝÑ
lÑ`8 ´
1
2pi
ż µl
µr
dE T pEq2RpEq , (81)
which is sufficient in view of TR2 ´ T 2R “ T p1 ´ T qp1 ´ 2T q. We first consider DI. Taking the
integration domain into account, the support of its integrand concentrates in the limit near the
diagonal k1 “ ´k3 for k1 P rkr, kls. This allows to:
- Use the factorization E1 ´ E3 ` i 0 “ pk1 ´ k3qpk1 ` k3 ` i 0q as appropriate for k1 ą 0 and
k3 ă 0.
- Select the appropriate matrix elements of currents and simplify them as was done in Eq. (77);
moreover, substituting ´k1 for k2 in Eq. (76) we obtain
x´1|I|3y “ pk3 ´ k1q
`xQ1p´k1 ´ k3q ´ rpk1qrpk3qxQ1pk1 ` k3q˘ ;
x1|I|´ 1y is given by Eq. (48).
The integrand of DI may thus be recast as
pk3 ´ k1qT pE1q
xQ1p´k1 ´ k3q
pk1 ` k3 ` i 0q
`
rpk1q rpk3qxQ1p´k1 ´ k3q ´RpE1qRpE3qxQ1pk1 ` k3q˘ .
As mentioned, the expression depends on l through xQ1pkq “ xQ10plkq, whence Eq. (91) may be
applied with x “ k1 ` k3. In the limit lÑ `8 the above thus reduces to
pk3 ´ k1qδpk1 ` k3q
`
C` rpk1q rpk3q ´ C´RpE1qRpE3qq ,
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with the constants C´ and C` given by Eq. (74) resp. by
C` “
ż
du
pxQ10p´vqq2
v ` i 0 .
Accepting on top of C´ “ ´ipi that C` “ 0, the first limit (81) follows by 2k1dk1 “ dE.
We now turn to DII. Here the support of the integrand will concentrate near k1 “ k3 for k1 P
rkr, kls as lÑ `8. The denominator therefore factorizes as E3´E1` i 0 “ pk1`k3qpk3´k1` i 0q,
as appropriate for k1, k3 ą 0; the relevant matrix elements are given by Eqs. (48, 80) and Eq. (79)
with ´k1 substituted for k2. The integrand of DII thus becomes
pk1 ` k3qT pE1qT pE3qRpE1q
xQ1pk1 ´ k3qxQ1pk3 ´ k1q
pk3 ´ k1 ` i 0q .
By Eq. (91) it reduces in the limit to C´δpk1 ´ k3qpk1 ` k3qT pE1q2RpE1q , which establishes the
second limit (81) by the aforementioned identity C´ “ ´ipi.
To close this section, we compute the four integrals encountered along the way. Let us generalize
C˘ to C˘ “ C˘p0q where
C˘puq “
ż
dv
xQ10p´vqxQ10p˘pu´ vqq
v ` i 0 ,
for which we claim
C`puq “ 0 , C´puq “ ´2pii{Q0Q10p´uq .
Indeed, by Eq. (51) and Parseval’s identity we have
C˘puq “ p´iq
ż
dv xQ0p´vqxQ10p˘pu´ vqq “ ´2pii ż dx Q0pxqQ10p¯xqe¯iux .
The first result follows by the support properties of Q0; the second is now read off and its special
case C´p0q “ ´ipi is by
ş
dx Q0pxqQ10pxq “ 1{2. Let us now come to
rC˘ “ ż du xQ10puqC˘puq
u` i 0 .
Clearly rC` “ 0. By Eq. (51) and the SW formula (53) we have
rC´ “ ż du ` 1
u´ i 0 ´ 2pii δpuq
˘xQ10puqC´puq “ 2pi ż du xQ0puq{Q0Q10p´uq ´ p2piq22 xQ10p0q “ ´p2piq26 ,
where the last equality is by Parseval’s identity followed by
ş
dx Q20pxqQ10pxq “ 1{3, as well as byxQ10p0q “ ş dx Q10pxq “ 1.
4.3 The case of a linear dispersion relation
We shall consider the limiting case of a linear dispersion relation described in Sect. 2.2. It arises
in the limit λÑ 0 of vanishing Fermi wavelength and thus ought to retain the binomial character
of the transport statistics. In the model the scatterer and the detector are pointlike objects on the
real line. We treat the cases where they are separated by l ą 0, respectively coincident (l “ 0). In
the following we briefly review the results obtained in [8] for the 3rd cumulant of the first kind,
before extending them to the 3rd cumulant of the second kind.
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3rd cumulant of the first kind. It was shown in [8] that the 3rd cumulant of the first kind (38)
exhibits binomial statistics,
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d3t xxÐÝT ˚ppI1pI2pI3qyy “ V
2pi
T p1´ T qp1´ 2T q ,
for both coincident and non-coincident positions of scatterer and detector. This is the counterpart
of Eq. (34) for an energy–independent transparency T pEq ” T and V “ µl ´ µr. As mentioned
in the introduction, contact terms make a non–vanishing contribution in the case l “ 0. More
precisely, we have
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d3t xxÐÝT ppI1pI2pI3qyy “ V
2pi
p´2T 2qp1´ T q (main term) ,
lim
tÑ`8
3
t
ż t
0
d2t xxÐÝT ppI1r pQ2, pI2sqyy “ 0 (1st contact term) ,
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
dt1 xxr pQ1, r pQ1, pI1ssyy “ V
2pi
T p1´ T q (2nd contact term) .
In the second case, the main term alone contributes. In both cases a noteworthy feature is that the
contribution of the main term remains unchanged if the time ordering is reduced as in pI1ÐÝT ppI2pI3q
or omitted altogether.
3rd cumulant of the second kind. As explained in connection with Eq. (67) the only missing
item in order to establish binomial statistics is
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d3t xxpI1ÐÝT ˚ppI2pI3qyy “ V
2pi
T p1´ T qp1´ 2T q .
Once again, the cumulant consists of a main and a contact term, see Eqs. (68). The contribution
of the main term is known, being insensitive to time ordering; hence we merely need to show that
the contact term yields the complementary contribution. We distinguish between two cases:
(i) Coincident positions, l “ 0: From the computation of the 1st contact term in [8] we infer
lim
tÑ`8
1
t
ż t
0
d2t xxpI1r pQ2, pI2sqyy “ ´ 2ip2piq2T p1´ T q
ż
dx
sinpV xq
px´ i 0q2 “
V
2pi
T p1´ T q ,
as claimed. In the second equality we used the fact that, as distributions, the odd part of px´i 0q´2
is ppx´ i 0q´2 ´ px` i 0q´2q{2 “ ˘ipiδ1pxq.
(ii) Separated positions, l ą 0: As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, any contact term vanishes as a
consequence of rQl, Ils “ 0.
5 Comparison between different approaches
There are ways and means to compute cumulants of transported charge, and in particular those
of [4], which at first sight differ from the ones used here on various counts. The purpose of this
section is to show that they nevertheless are fundamentally the same.
A first difference rests on the use of Eq. (6), as opposed to Eq. (12) as above. The link is
provided by identity (14), which deserves proof anyway. We recall once more that its two sides are
to be understood as power series in λ with the time ordering placed inside the multiple integrals.
The l.h.s. equals
eiHte´iHpλqt “ eiλQptqe´iλQ “ ÐÝT exp`ipQptq ´Qq˘ “ 8ÿ
n“0
piλqn
n!
ÐÝ
T pQptq ´Qqqn .
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In order to end up with things placed as stated, we apply the fundamental theorem of calculus toÐÝ
T pQptq ´Qqqn, rather than to pQptq ´Qqqn:
ÐÝ
T pQptq ´Qqqn “
ż t
0
dt1
B
Bt1
ÐÝ
T
`pQpt1q ´Qq . . . pQptnq ´Qq˘ˇˇˇ
t2“...“tn“t
“
ż t
0
dt1 . . . dtn
B
Btn . . .
B
Bt1
ÐÝ
T
`pQpt1q ´Qq ¨ ¨ ¨ pQptnq ´Qq˘ .
We then expand the correlator in Qptiq and ´Q; the resulting second term is independent of ti and
does not contribute to the derivative. By (13) this proves (14). A further proof of that identity,
also given in [8], is by comparing its two sides at each order λn. On the l.h.s. it is to be noted that
HIpλq “ ´λI ´ iλ
2
2
rQ, Is `Opλ3q (82)
is not homogeneous in λ; whereas the r.h.s. is expanded into ÐÝT -ordered products plus contact
terms. It is instructive to check the case n “ 2. Up to a common factor ´λ2{2 the two sides areż t
0
dt1dt2
ÐÝ
T
`
Ipt1qIpt2q
˘` ż t
0
dt1 rQpt1q, Ipt1qs ,
ż t
0
dt1dt2
ÐÝ
T
˚pIpt1qIpt2qq ;
by (23) they agree.
A further point deserving attention is as follows. For the model with quadratic dispersion the
expansion (82) terminates at order λ2 and reads in first quantization
HIpλq “ ´λppQ1pxq `Q1pxqpq ` λ2Q1pxq2 ,
see Eqs. (16, 17); and with pA “ ş dxdx1 pψpxq˚Apx, x1q pψpx1q in second quantization
xHIpλq “ ´λpI ´ iλ2
2
r pQ, pIs (83)
“
ż
dx
`´λppxqQ1pxq ` λ2pρpxqQ1pxq2˘ , (84)
where charge and current densities are expressed in terms of fermionic operators pψpxq as
pρpxq “ pψpxq˚ pψpxq , ppxq “ ´i` pψpxq˚ pψ1pxq ´ pψ1pxq˚ pψpxq˘ . (85)
Eq. (84) follows from (83) by the commutation relation r pQ, pIs “ {rQ, Is, but may also been obtained
from pHpλq as a starting point. Computations like those seen in Sect. 4 can also be performed on
the basis of Eqs. (6, 84). However, a fact which was crucial there, but may escape notice here,
is that the term of order λ2 in (84) is a commutator, as seen in (83). The commutation relation,
which states
i
“ż
dxpρpxqQpxq, ż dx1ppx1qQ1px1q‰ “ ´ ż dxpρpxqQ1pxq2 ,
has a seemingly independent derivation by means of
irpρpxq,ppx1qs “ ´δ1px1 ´ xqpρpx1q ,
which in turn follows from (85) and from rA˚B,C˚Ds “ A˚tB,C˚uD ´ C˚tA˚, DuB for annihi-
lation operators A through D.
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Appendices
A Some limits of distributions
In this appendix we collect some limits of distributions which are used in the main text. We
consider distributions in one or two real variables, x and y, and parametrized by t ą 0 (or l ą 0).
In particular, we compute their limits as t Ñ `8. We recall the meaning of convergence for
distributions: Dtpxq Ñ Dpxq, ptÑ `8q stands for
lim
tÑ`8
ż
R
dx Dtpxqφpxq “
ż
R
dx Dpxqφpxq
for any test function φ; say φ P SpRq, the Schwartz space [21].
Proposition A.1. We have ż t
0
dt1 e
ixt1 “ e
ixt ´ 1
ix
ÝÝÝÝÑ
tÑ`8
i
x` i 0 , (86)
1
t
ż t
0
dt1
ż t1
0
dt2 e
ixt2 “ 1´ e
ixt ` ixt
tx2
ÝÝÝÝÑ
tÑ`8
i
x` i 0 , (87)
1
t
ż t
0
dt1
ż t
0
dt2 e
ixpt1´t2q ÝÝÝÝÑ
tÑ`8 2piδpxq , (88)
1
t
ż t
0
dt1
ż t1
0
dt2
ż t2
0
dt3 e
ixt1eiyt2e´ipx`yqt3 ÝÝÝÝÑ
tÑ`8 ´
1
px` i 0qpx` y ` i 0q , (89)
1
t
ˆż t
0
dt1 e
ixt1
˙ˆż t
0
dt2
ż t2
0
dt3 e
iyt2e´ipx`yqt3
˙
ÝÝÝÝÑ
tÑ`8 2piiδpxq
1
y ` i 0 . (90)
Proof of (86). We have
lim
tÑ`8
ż t
0
dt1 e
ixt1 “ lim
tÑ`8
εÓ0
ż t
0
dt1 e
ixt1e´εt1 “ lim
εÓ0
ż 8
0
dt1 e
ixt1e´εt1 .
The computation is justified, because the limits t Ñ `8 and ε Ó 0 interchange. This is seen by
testing the middle expression with φ: For either order of limits one obtains
ş8
0
dt1 φˆp´t1q, where
φˆp´t1q “
ş
R dxe
ixt1φpxq. Finally, the expression under the limit on the r.h.s. equals ipx`iεq´1.
Proof of (87). As a general fact, convergence implies in the Cesàro sense; specifically limtÑ`8Dt “
D implies limtÑ`8 t´1
şt
0
dt1 Dt1 “ D. By applying this remark to (86) the claim follows.
Proof of (88). The integral factorizes and equals by Eq. (86)
1
t
eixt ´ 1
ix
e´ixt ´ 1
´ix “
2´ eixt ´ e´ixt
tx2
ÝÝÝÝÑ
tÑ`8 2piδpxq .
The limit was established by observing that the expression on the l.h.s. is (twice) the real part of
that in (87). On its r.h.s. we used the SW formula (53).
Proof of (89). By the remark made earlier the average t´1
şt
0
dt1 may be omitted from its l.h.s.
and the limit replaced by t1 Ñ `8. The remaining double integral is computed by means ofż t1
0
dt2
ż t2
0
dt3 e
iyt2e´ipx`yqt3 “ 1´ e
´ixt1
xpx` yq `
1´ eiyt1
ypx` yq
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as
eixt1 ´ 1
x px` yq ´
eipx`yqt1 ´ eixt1
y px` yq “
1
y
ˆ
eixt1 ´ 1
x
´ e
ipx`yqt1 ´ 1
x` y
˙
.
The prefactor on the r.h.s., y´1, may be given a regularization, py ˘ i 0q´1. It is dispensable,
because the expression inside the brackets vanishes for y “ 0, but it allows to remove them. More
precisely, either term so obtained is a well-defined distribution; in fact a product distribution in x
and y, respectively in x` y and y. By (86) the sought limit is
´ 1
y ˘ i 0
ˆ
1
x` i 0 ´
1
x` y ` i 0
˙
“ ´ 1px` i 0qpx` y ` i 0q .
Proof of (90). The integrals on the l.h.s of (89, 90) only differ by their domains. In fact, while in
the first expression we demand t1 ě t2 ě t3, in the second only t2 ě t3 is required. This is however
equivalent to adding the cases t2 ě t1 ě t3 and t2 ě t3 ě t1 to the previous one. By (89) this
yields in the limit
´ 1px` i 0qpx` y ` i 0q ´
1
py ` i 0qpx` y ` i 0q ´
1
py ` i 0qp´x` i 0q “ 2pii δpxq
1
y ` i 0 ,
where we applied the SW formula (53) to the third term on the l.h.s.
Proposition A.2. For any test functions ρ, ρi, pi “ 1, 2, 3q we have
ρplxq
x˘ i 0 ÝÝÝÝÑlÑ`8
ˆż
R
dv
ρpvq
v ˘ i 0
˙
δpxq , (91)
ρ1plxqρ2plyqρ3plpx´ yqq
px˘ i 0qpy ˘ i 0q ÝÝÝÝÑlÑ`8
ˆż
R2
dudv
ρ1puqρ2pvqρ3pu´ vq
pu˘ i 0qpv ˘ i 0q
˙
δpxqδpyq . (92)
Proof of (91). We probe the convergence on any test function φ. By substituting x with x{l the
claim may be recast as ż
R
dx
ρpxq
x˘ i 0
`
φpx{lq ´ φp0q˘ ÝÝÝÝÑ
lÑ`8 0 .
The mean value theorem yields |φpxq ´ φp0q| ď }φ1}8|x| and the sufficient boundż
R
dx
ˇˇˇρpxq
x
ˇˇˇ
}φ1}8
ˇˇˇx
l
ˇˇˇ
“ }ρ}1}φ1}8l´1 .
Proof of (92). The proof is similar to the previous one. To be shown isż
R2
dxdy
ρ1pxqρ2pyqρ3px´ yq
px˘ i 0qpy ˘ i 0q
`
φpx{l, y{lq ´ φp0, 0q˘ ÝÝÝÝÑ
lÑ`8 0 .
However, instead of using the mean value theorem, we may write
φpx, yq ´ φp0, 0q “ xφ1pxq ` yφ2pyq ` xyφ12px, yq ,
for some further test functions φi, pi “ 1, 2, 12q. Three terms then require estimation. The first
one is l´1 times ż
R
dx ρ1pxqρpxqφ1px{lq “ Op1q ,
where ρpxq “ şR dy py ˘ i 0q´1ρ2pyqρ3px ´ yq is a bounded function; likewise for the second term.
The third one is Opl´2q.
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B Matrix elements of current and charge
In this appendix we will derive the matrix elements of current I and charge Q in the quadratic
dispersion model of Sect. 2.1. We also obtain a splitting x1|I|2y “ x1|I|2yp`q ` x1|I|2yp´q suitable
for Eq. (54), i.e.
ix1|Q|2y “ x1|I|2y
p`q
E1 ´ E2 ` i 0 `
x1|I|2yp´q
E1 ´ E2 ´ i 0 ,
where | iy, (i “ 1, 2) denotes the Lippmann-Schwinger state and Ei “ k2i .
We shall first compute x1|Q|2y. Since Qpxq is supported in x ą x0, the wave-function ψkpxq of
| iy will matter only in that region, see Eq. (25). Next we will deduce x1|I|2y from Eqs. (52, 51),
i.e. from
x1|I|2y “ ipE1 ´ E2qx1|Q|2y , pQpkq “ p´iq xQ1pkq
k ´ i 0 ,
where k “ ˘k1˘k2, with signs occurring in various combinations. Finally the splitting is obtained
by factoring k ´ i 0 out of E1 ´ E2 ˘ i 0, with a sign depending on cases.
• k1, k2 ą 0.
x1|Q|2y “
ż 8
´8
dx ψk1pxqQpxqψk2pxq “
ż 8
´8
dx tpk1qe´ik1xQpxqtpk2qeik2x
“ tpk1qtpk2q pQpk1 ´ k2q . (93)
The factorization is E1 ´ E2 ´ i 0 “ pk1 ` k2qpk1 ´ k2 ´ i 0q, since k1 ` k2 ą 0 in the case
considered. It is used twice: Without regularization, to obtain
x1|I|2y “ pk1 ` k2qtpk1qtpk2qxQ1pk1 ´ k2q ; (94)
and with it, to get x1|I|2yp´q “ x1|I|2y and x1|I|2yp`q “ 0. In particular, by xQ1p0q “ 1, we
obtain Eq. (50).
• k1 ą 0, k2 ă 0.
x1|Q|2y “
ż 8
´8
dx tpk1qe´ik1xQpxqpeik2x ` rpk2qe´ik2xq
“ tpk1q pQpk1 ´ k2q ` tpk1qrpk2q pQpk1 ` k2q .
The factorization for the second term is E1´E2´ i 0 “ pk1´ k2qpk1` k2´ i 0q; but remains
arbitrary for the first one, E1 ´ E2 ˘ i 0 “ pk1 ` k2qpk1 ´ k2 ´ i 0q, since k1 ´ k2 ‰ 0 here.
Hence we have
x1|I|2y “ pk1 ` k2qtpk1qxQ1pk1 ´ k2q ` pk1 ´ k2qtpk1qrpk2qxQ1pk1 ` k2q , (95)
and we may again set x1|I|2yp´q “ x1|I|2y.
• k1 ă 0, k2 ą 0. This case follows from the previous one by complex conjugation and by
interchanging k1 and k2:
x1|Q|2y “ tpk2q pQpk1 ´ k2q ` tpk1qrpk1q pQp´k1 ´ k2q , (96)
x1|I|2y “ pk1 ` k2qtpk2qxQ1pk1 ´ k2q ` pk2 ´ k1qtpk2qrpk1qxQ1p´k1 ´ k2q . (97)
We still have x1|I|2yp´q “ x1|I|2y, since ´ipE1 ´ E2 ´ i 0q is invariant under the move.
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• k1, k2 ă 0. We have
x1|Q|2y “
ż 8
´8
dx pe´ik1x ` rpk1qeik1xqQpxqpeik2x ` rpk2qe´ik2xq
“ pQpk1 ´ k2q ` rpk1q pQp´k1 ´ k2q ` rpk2q pQpk1 ` k2q ` rpk1qrpk2q pQpk2 ´ k1q . (98)
The arguments of the two middle terms, ¯pk1`k2q, are non-vanishing in the case considered,
hence their regularization by ´i 0 irrelevant. They may thus be linked to either term x1|I |
2yp˘q. Using pk1 ` k2qpk1 ´ k2 ¯ i 0q “ E1 ´ E2 ˘ i 0 on the remaining two terms we have
x1|I|2y “pk1 ` k2qxQ1pk1 ´ k2q ` pk2 ´ k1qxQ1p´k1 ´ k2q
` pk1 ´ k2qrpk2qxQ1pk1 ` k2q ´ pk1 ` k2qrpk1qrpk2qxQ1pk2 ´ k1q (99)
and we may choose to set
x1|I|2yp´q “ ´pk1 ` k2qrpk1qrpk2qxQ1pk2 ´ k1q .
In particular, we find Eq. (56).
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